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FULLY AUTOMATED BRAIN SURGERY PLANNING WITH COMPUTATIONAL 

GEOMETRY 

Megan Yociss, MSCS 
The University of Texas at Dallas, 2019 

ABSTRACT 

Supervising Professor:  Dr. Ovidiu Daescu 

An application for computer-assisted surgery planning is presented. The application requires a 

volumetric image that is annotated with 1) a set of labels representing different structural or 

functional regions in the image, and 2) one numeric weight per label that provides information 

about the relative safety of travelling through that region. The application completes a number of 

preprocessing steps and uses a geometry-based algorithm to generate a list of safe paths through 

the domain. The paths can then be manually verified using the application’s visualization 

software. The surgery planning application is available at 

https://github.com/myociss/freesurgery. Simple instructions for installation and use can be found 

at the link. This paper suggests a fully automated brain surgery planning pipeline, including 

automatic labeling; however, the surgery planning software provided is applicable to any 

multilabel volumetric data in the required format. The surgery planning software depends on a 

hybrid C++/Python library to find paths, which is available at 

https://github.com/myociss/pathfinder. This library can also be installed independently for use by 

https://github.com/myociss/freesurgery
https://github.com/myociss/pathfinder
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any Python application that requires the computation of safe paths through a three-dimensional 

domain represented by weighted tetrahedral mesh. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The field of computational geometry has many practical applications, including in neuroscience. 

Topological mapping techniques have been shown to provide good registrations between subject 

brain MRIs and atlases [1]. Tetrahedral volume meshes, which are frequently used to represent 

organic objects because they can accurately approximate curved surfaces with a high level of 

detail, can be generated automatically using Delaunay triangulation methods [2] and have several 

uses in both research and clinical settings [3]. This paper discusses a pipeline for computer-

assisted brain surgery planning that includes these techniques as preprocessing and implements 

another geometry-based algorithm to find a set of potential safe paths through brain tissue: a 

geometry-based search algorithm for finding paths through a weighted subdivision [4], which 

has properties that make it ideal for surgery planning. 

 A tetrahedral volume mesh (see Figure 1) that has been assigned weights, which can be 

any positive real number, per tetrahedron can be used as the problem domain. A set of two-

dimensional slices, referred to as mesh intersections or planar intersections subsequently, must 

first be found by computing the intersections of the mesh with several planes having the same 

target point and a unique normal vector. Each mesh intersection is then searched for safe paths to 

the target point. The algorithm will return a number of cones in each slice that contain potential 

safe paths, where each cone can have a maximum width ω at the base. A cone will be associated 

with upper and lower bounds describing the range of safety guaranteed for any one-dimensional 

path inside it. If ω is small, the algorithm returns relatively few cones that users can check 

manually. Furthermore, ω can be adjusted to accommodate the true width of surgical tools such 
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as robotic needles. Thus, a cone containing potential paths can be considered in practice to be a 

single path to be traversed by a surgical tool. The search algorithm referenced in this paper is the 

fastest known for finding optimal paths through weighted subdivisions in terms of theoretical 

time complexity. In practice, the algorithm implementation provided can search 1024 mesh 

intersections in about a minute, if adequate computing power is available, and it is unlikely to 

take more than a few minutes under reasonable circumstances. 

 

Figure 1: The surface of a tetrahedral mesh representing a human brain. 
 

 Chapter 2 gives a more detailed explanation of the problem domain and a high-level 

overview of the geometric search algorithm in three dimensions. Chapter 3 discusses the 

implementation of the search algorithm in depth, and provides examples of library functions that 

can be used in any Python application that handles tetrahedral mesh data and requires a method 

for finding safe paths from the outside of the mesh to an internal target point. It also explains 

steps taken to ensure that the code returns correct results. Chapter 4 describes the surgery 

planning application further, including installation instructions, information about the 

application’s expected input, how the application creates a weighted tetrahedral mesh from 

subject data, and how to use the application to find and view safe paths through the brain. It also 
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contains specific information about the runtime testing conditions and results of the geometric 

search algorithm. Chapter 5 discusses possible future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND 

2.1 Problem Domain in Three Dimensions 

A tetrahedral volume mesh where each cell is associated with a nonnegative weight, and all of 

Euclidean space outside the mesh has a weight of zero, represents a bounded weighted 

subdivision in three dimensions. A tetrahedral mesh is composed of 0-faces, or vertices; 1-faces, 

or edges bounded by two vertices; 2-faces, or triangular facets bounded by three edges; and 3-

faces, or tetrahedral cells bounded by four facets (see Figure 2). In a high-quality mesh, all 

vertices, edges and facets will be attached to at least one tetrahedron. 0-faces and 1-faces may 

connect an arbitrary number of tetrahedrons. 2-faces may either connect two cells, or belong to 

only one cell and form part of the boundary between the mesh and the rest of Euclidean space. 

Additionally, a high-quality tetrahedral mesh will not intersect itself: each cell will contain only 

its own volume. 

 

Figure 2: A tetrahedron is the basic component of a mesh. 
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2.2 A Geometric Algorithm for Path Optimization 

The weighted distance of a path P through a weighted subdivision where the path intersects 

regions {R0, R1,…Rn} is given as 

 dP = ∑𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=0  dist_Ri * weight_Ri 

where dist_ Ri is the Euclidean distance the path travels inside that region and weight_Ri is a 

nonnegative numerical weight assigned to the region. The authors of [4] state that the 

optimization problem in three dimensions can be reduced to a set of two-dimensional problems 

by discretizing the domain into a number of two-dimensional planar intersections (see Figure 3). 

A set of two-dimensional optimization problems can be formed by taking the intersections of a 

tetrahedral mesh with a set of planes, each defined by an individual normal vector and the shared 

target point. 

 

Figure 3: A spherical domain is approximated as a set of planar intersections, each of which 
contains the center of the domain. Intersection outlines and their two normal vectors appear in 

the same color. 
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 The spatial relationships between the n-faces of a tetrahedral mesh will be preserved in an 

intersection of the mesh with a plane. The intersection of a plane with the mesh’s 1-faces defines 

a new set of coplanar 0-faces. The plane’s intersection with the mesh’s 2-faces defines a set of 

coplanar 1-faces that connect at the new 0-faces. The area of a 3-face that is bounded by the 

plane’s intersection with 2-faces becomes a new 2-face bounded by either three or four new 1-

faces. All new 2-faces have the same associated weight as the 3-faces they intersect. Although in 

practice it is unlikely, mesh vertices, edges or facets might lie directly in an intersecting plane 

and will be represented in the intersection without loss of dimension. (The application described 

in Chapter 3 accounts for this possibility, but for the rest of this paper it will be ignored for the 

sake of clarity.) Such an intersection represents a bounded two-dimensional weighted 

subdivision. 

 In two dimensions, a set of possible optimal paths can be found according to the 

algorithm derived in [4]. In the case where the regions to connect are a 0-dimensional point 

within a planar subdivision and the space outside the subdivision boundary, the algorithm finds a 

set of cones having a maximum width of ω using the following procedure: 

 

1. All vertices in the subdivision are sorted in counterclockwise order around the target 

point by angle. 

2. The subdivision is partitioned into initial cones. Cones are defined by vertices that are 

adjacent after all vertices are sorted around the target, and contain outer points on the 

subdivision boundary. Each cone contains no subdivision vertices in its interior (see 

Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: A simple weighted subdivision with a target point at the star. A single initial cone is 
depicted in light green. Weighted regions intersected by this cone are shaded light blue. 

 
3. Calculate the upper and lower bound for each cone, given as the sum of regional 

upper and lower bounds over that cone for each region that it intersects. A cone will 

intersect one edge of the region containing the target point, and exactly two edges of all 

other regions. This is guaranteed by the fact that initial cones do not contain any 

subdivision vertices. (It is possible that one of the cone’s sides may be exactly colinear 

with a third edge of a region, although it will be shown that this is irrelevant to the 

distance calculation.) Chapter 2.3 contains an explanation of how regional lower and 

upper bounds are calculated for cones. 

4. Find the cone with the smallest upper bound and discard all cones with a lower bound 

greater than this value. 

5. While the maximum width of any cone is greater than ω: 

a) Divide all cones with a maximum width greater than ω in half (see Figure 5). 

b) Repeat steps 3 and 4. 

6. Return all remaining cones. 
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Figure 5: An initial cone with a width greater than ω is divided in half. 
 

 In the three-dimensional case, steps 4 and 6 must be repeated an additional time to find 

the global minimum upper bound for all cones returned by all planar intersections and to return 

cones that contain potential solutions. 

 

2.3 Regional Upper and Lower Bound Calculations 

Any two points in the Euclidean plane are on some line defined by a polar equation 

 r(θ) = C * secant(θ—α),  -π <= α < π 

where α is the angle of inclination of a vector vec which is orthogonal to the line, and C is the 

line’s distance to the origin in the direction of vec. Vertices in a weighted subdivision containing 

a target t can be translated so that t lies at the origin. If two translated vertices v1=(x1, y1) and 

v2=(x2, y2) are connected by an edge and v2 is counterclockwise with respect to t from v1, the 

Euclidean distance from t to that edge is defined over the interval [arctangent(x1, y1), 

arctangent(x1, y1) + ∠v1,t,v2] (see Figure 6). 
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Figure 6: The polar equation of a line between two vertices is defined as the angle of inclination 
of a vector normal to itself and the distance to the target point in the direction of this vector. 

 

 All cones (initial or refined) in the subdivision intersect exactly one edge e of the target-

containing region R0. If e is defined by the polar function is re(θ)=Ce * secant(θ—αe), some 

interval [θi, θj] where θi < θj will have a regional upper bound in R0 given as 

 upper_bound=weight_R0 * max{ re(θi), re(θj) } 

and a regional lower bound given as 

 if θi <= αe <= θj or θi <= 2π + αe <= θj: 
  lower_bound = weight_R0 * Ce 
 else: 
  lower_bound=weight_R0 * min{ re(θi), re(θj) }. 
 

All regions except R0 will have two vertices that define the region’s lower and upper hulls with 

respect to a line rotating counterclockwise around the target point. One vertex will be the first 

encountered by the line and the other will be the vertex encountered last. The region will thus 

have two supporting tangent lines which pass through these two vertices and the target point, 

forming a wedge that contains a subregion of intersection for all cones that intersect this region 
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(see Figure 7). Thus all non-target regions Ri that include the interval [θi, θj] will intersect it at an 

edge e_entry defined by the function re_entry(θ)=Ce_entry * secant(θ—αe_entry) and at an edge e_exit 

defined by re_exit(θ)=Ce_exit * secant(θ—αe_exit). Once the entry and exit edges of [θi, θj] through Ri 

have been determined, re_entry(θ) and re_exit(θ) can be used to determine the upper and lower 

bounds of the distance through Ri over [θi, θj]. 

 

Figure 7: A region has two supporting tangent lines through vertices that divide the region’s 
edges into upper and lower hulls. All cones that intersect this region pass through both the lower 

hull and the upper hull on at least one side. 
 

 The regional upper bound for Ri of the distance function over [θi, θj] is given as 

 if [θi, θj] contains a local maximum root of re_exit(θ)—re_entry(θ): 
  upper_bound = weight_Ri * ceiling(max_root)  
 else: 
  upper_bound = weight_Ri * max{ re_exit(θi)—re_entry(θi), re_exit(θj)—re_entry(θj) } 

where ceiling(max_root) is some value guaranteed to be greater than the local maximum. The 

regional lower bound is given as 

 if [θi, θj] contains a local minimum root of re_exit(θ)—re_entry(θ): 
  lower_bound = weight_Ri * floor(max_root)  
 else: 
  lower_bound = weight_Ri * min{ re_exit(θi)—re_entry(θi), re_exit(θj)—re_entry(θj) } 

where floor(min_root) is some value guaranteed to be smaller than the local maximum.  
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 To determine if local extrema exist, it can first be observed that the polar distance 

function for a line is twice differentiable over the interval where the distance is defined, and so a 

regional Euclidean distance function taking the difference of two such functions is also twice 

differentiable where both are defined. The first two derivatives of a polar function r(θ) are 

 r’(θ)=C * secant(θ—α) * tangent(θ—α), |θ—α| ≠ 0.5 * π 
 r’’(θ)=C * secant3(θ—α) * (1 + sin2(θ—α)), |θ—α|≠ 0.5 * π. 
 

It is also clearly observable from a graph of any function r’’(θ) that two such functions can 

intersect no more than once over a period of –π < θ < π. Since this is the case, there can be at 

most one inflection point of the function re_exit(θ) — re_entry(θ). The presence of an inflection 

point in the regional Euclidean distance function within [θi, θj] can be identified by a sign change 

in the function r’’e_exit(θ) — r’’e_entry(θ) between θi and θj. 

 If the sign of the second derivative does not change, the presence of a local extremum can 

be identified by a sign change in r’e_exit(θ) — r’e_entry(θ), i.e. a sign change in the first derivative. 

The direction of the sign change will indicate if the extremum is a local minimum or local 

maximum. The extremum can be approximated as the r(θ)-value of the intersection between the 

tangent lines to the function re_exit(θ) — re_entry(θ) at θi and θj. The tangent lines can be defined by 

the values of r’e_exit(θ)—r’e_entry(θ) at θi and θj and their intersection points with the regional 

Euclidean distance function. The tangent lines will intersect above the distance curve if the local 

extremum is a maximum (see Figure 8), and below the curve if the it is a minimum; thus, the 

r(θ)-value of the intersection point can be used as ceiling(max_root) in the case of a local 

maximum, or floor(min_root) in the case of a local minimum. 
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Figure 8: If a sign change in the first derivative is detected within an interval [θi, θj] but the 
second derivative does not change, the intersections of the tangents to the curve at the boundaries 

of the interval can be used approximate the local minimum or maximum. 
 

 If a sign change in the second derivative does exist within the interval, the tangent lines 

to the distance curve cannot be used to approximate local extrema (see Figure 9). However, very 

few intervals contain inflection points in practice. Therefore, this case can be handled by simply 

returning 0 as the regional lower bound and the maximum distance between the region’s vertices 

as the regional upper bound without any significant loss of accuracy. 

 

Figure 9: If an inflection point exists within an interval, local extrema cannot be reliably 
approximated using the intersection of tangents. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION 

3.1 Library Overview 

The pathfinder library is available at https://github.com/myociss/pathfinder. It contains the 

following major components: 

• A main C++ class that stores the user’s tetrahedral mesh and acts as the primary entry 

point for Python programs. 

• A C++ implementation of the search algorithm for two-dimensional weighted 

subdivisions. 

• Python bindings for important C++ classes and their methods, made available through the 

pybind11 Python/C++ library. 

• A test mesh in JSON format containing all information required by the C++ 

implementation. 

• Code tests written in Python for the purpose of determining the C++ implementation’s 

correctness. 

• A standard Python setup file for easy installation and testing. 

 

 The library depends on the Eigen C++ library for linear algebra. Installation instructions 

and the library use examples contained in this section can be found at the link. Currently the 

pathfinder library is compatible with Linux, although other platforms may be supported in the 

https://github.com/myociss/pathfinder
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future. Additionally, pathfinder was observed to perform adequately inside a Linux virtual 

machine running on a Windows computer (see Chapter 3.5). 

3.2 Expected Input 

The pathfinder library requires the following information to build a search domain from a 

tetrahedral mesh: 

• A Python list of 3-lists, where each 3-list represents a vertex in the mesh. Each element in 

the list should be a Python float value. 

• A Python list of dictionaries, where each dictionary represents a tetrahedral cell in the 

mesh. Each tetrahedron dictionary is required to contain the following key-value pairs: 

o ‘vertices’: a 4-list of integer values containing the indices in the vertex list of the 

tetrahedron’s four 0-faces. 

o ‘neighbors’: either a 4-list or 3-list (in the case of tetrahedrons that participate in 

the mesh boundary) of integer values containing the indices in the tetrahedron list 

of the tetrahedron’s neighbors, i.e. the tetrahedrons with which it shares a 2-face. 

o ‘weight’: a nonnegative double value that indicates the relative safety of the 

volume contained within the tetrahedron. 

o Additionally, tetrahedron dictionaries may contain an optional ‘label’ key an 

integer representing the label of the domain subregion including this tetrahedron. 

The label can be used in visualization applications to render planar intersections 

with the mesh. Further information about labeled subregions in tetrahedral meshes 

can be found in Chapter 4. 
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• A second Python list of dictionaries where each dictionary represents a facet on the mesh 

surface. While this component is technically optional in that a user will not receive an 

error message if it is missing, it is highly recommended, as explained in Chapter 3.4.1. 

Each face dictionary is required to contain the following key-value pairs: 

o ‘vertices’: a 3-list of integer values containing the indices in the vertex list of the 

facet’s three 0-faces. 

• ‘tetrahedron’: an integer value containing the index in the tetrahedron list of the 

tetrahedron the facet belongs to. 

 

 Once this information has been derived from a tetrahedral mesh in any format, it can 

easily be written to and read from a file in the JSON format. The surgery planning application 

includes a function to obtain this data from one type of mesh file; functions to handle other 

common mesh filetypes may be added to that application or directly to the pathfinder library in 

future releases if it is required by users 

3.3 Mesh Class Implementation and Use in Python Applications 

The Mesh class is the main C++ classes available to Python programs. It handles all application 

functions that require user input, and acts as a controller for core internal functions. Mesh objects 

are responsible for storing the user’s tetrahedral mesh, locating a specified target point, dividing 

work among threads if multiple cores are available, preparing two-dimensional planar 

intersections to be used by the search algorithm, and processing its output to return to Python 

programs. Additionally, individual planar intersections can be returned to Python programs 
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directly. It may therefore also be useful as a general-purpose mesh slicing utility, depending on 

the extent of the connectivity required for planar intersections. This subsection contains 

instructions for retrieving a set of safe paths through a weighted mesh by using Mesh object 

functions in Python, and goes into detail about how the underlying C++ code operates. 

3.3.1 Initialization of Mesh Object and its Components 

A Mesh object should be initialized from Python with the number of vertices, tetrahedrons and 

faces it will contain. The Mesh object creates empty vectors of the correct size for the mesh 

component objects that will be created. 

 

Example 1: Initializing a pathfinder Mesh object from a Python script. 
 

 The Mesh object should next be supplied with the vertex list, which it will use to 

populate a vector of Vertex3d objects (note: pybind11 can directly convert the Python nested list 

of float values to a C++ vector of 3-arrays containing double values). All tetrahedrons and faces 

should then be passed to the Mesh object one at a time, as in Example 2. The Mesh object will 

create Tetrahedron and Face objects from the values supplied and add them to the previously 

allocated vectors. 

#!/usr/bin/env python 

import pathfinder, json 
 
with open(‘mesh.json’, ‘r’) as f: 
  json_mesh=json.load(f) 
 
mesh=pathfinder.Mesh(num_vertices=len(json_mesh[‘vertices’]), 
  num_tetrahedrons=len(json_mesh[‘tetrahedrons’]), 
  num_faces=len(json_mesh[‘faces’])) 
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Example 2: Adding mesh components to the Mesh object. 

3.3.2 Target Location 

After the Mesh object has been built, the Python script can send it a 3-list of double precision 

values that locate the desired target point. The Mesh object will determine if it contains this 

point. If so, it will store the vector index of the target’s containing Tetrahedron. Each 

Tetrahedron object is responsible for determining if it contains the target point. A Tetrahedron 

contains the target point if the target point is found to be both within a sphere containing all 

vertices of the Tetrahedron and within the Tetrahedron itself. This provides a safeguard against 

the possibility that a tetrahedron’s vertices are very close to being coplanar, causing it to falsely 

determine itself to contain the target point. (Meshes generated through the surgery planning 

application are typically very good and contain few, if any, poorly formed tetrahedrons.) A point 

is found to be contained within a tetrahedron if for each of its faces, the point is on the same side 

of the face as its fourth vertex. 

#!/usr/bin/env python 

import pathfinder, json 
 
... 
 
mesh.set_vertices(json_mesh[‘vertices’]) 
 
for tet_idx, tet in enumerate(json_mesh[‘tetrahedrons’]): 
  mesh.add_tetrahedron(tetrahedron_id=tet_idx, 
    neighbor_ids=tet[‘neighbors’], 
    vertex_ids=tet[‘vertices’], weight=tet[‘weight’]) 
 
for face in json_mesh[‘faces’]: 
  mesh.add_face(vertex_ids=face[‘vertices’],  
    tetrahedron_id=face[‘tetrahedron’]) 
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Example 3: Locating and setting the target point inside a Mesh object. 

 

 If the target is not found to be within the Mesh object, the set_target method will return 

false. This method may occasionally return false in error due to precision issues. If a user is 

fairly certain that the target point is contained within their mesh but finds that set_target returns 

false, they should try perturbing the target very slightly in any direction. Path finding 

calculations cannot be completed if a target is not set. 

 

3.3.3 Individual Mesh Slicing: Python Usage 

A Mesh object with a set target point can compute its intersection with a single plane described 

by that point and rotation values supplied by the Python script. The planar intersection is 

returned to the Python script as a list of unconnected objects, where each object represents a slice 

of a single tetrahedral cell. Objects have the following accessor methods: 

• tet_id(): returns the original index of the tetrahedral cell in both the Python dictionary list 

and the C++ Mesh object vector. 

• vertices(): returns a list of 3-lists. If a plane intersects a tetrahedral cell, it must intersect 

at least three of the tetrahedron’s 1-faces and cannot possibly intersect it at more than 

#!/usr/bin/env python 

import pathfinder, json, sys 
 
... 
 
target_pt=[0.2334, 0.8387, 0.96465] 
mesh_contains_target=mesh.set_target(target_pt) 
 
if not mesh_contains_target: 
  sys.exit(‘the mesh object does not contain that point’) 
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four unless the tetrahedron is malformed. These intersections are preserved as coplanar 0-

faces in the intersection. Therefore, there will be either exactly three or exactly four 

vertices per object (see Figure 10 and Figure 11). The list will be arranged such that 

vertices adjacent in the list are connected by a 1-face lying in the plane (including the 

first and last vertices in the list). This represents the tetrahedral intersection as a convex 

shape. Finally, the area inside the tetrahedral cell that is bounded by the coplanar 1-faces 

is preserved in the intersection as a 2-face. 

• label(): returns the subregion label of the original cell 

 

Figure 10: A tetrahedron with a triangular planar intersection. 
 

 

Figure 11: A tetrahedron with a quadrilateral planar intersection. 
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Example 4: Obtaining an individual intersection of the mesh with a randomly rotated plane 

containing the target point. 
 

3.3.4 Procedure for Computing Individual Mesh Slices 

In the case of a single intersection, the Mesh object uses the following procedure to compute its 

intersection with a plane described by the Mesh object’s previously set target point, and values 

0<=alpha<π and 0<=theta<π that describe how the plane should be rotated around the target: 

1. Initialize a Plane3d object from alpha and theta. From these angles, the Plane3d object 

will compute a matrix that rotates the default plane containing the target point alpha 

radians around the plane’s y-unit vector and then theta radians around the plane’s new x-

unit vector. The unit normal vector is the cross product of the rotated x and y unit vectors. 

A Plane3d object additionally requires a unique ID at initialization, which will be set to 0 

in the individual case. 

2. Create an integer vector plane_last_checked having the same size as the Mesh object’s 

Tetrahedron object vector; set all elements to -1 because this is neither the ID of the 

Plane3d object created nor a possible ID for any Plane3d object. 

#!/usr/bin/env python 
import pathfinder, json, sys, random, math 
 
... 
 
alpha=math.pi*random.random() 
theta=math.pi*random.random() 
plane_intersection=self.mesh.slice(rotation=[alpha, theta]) 
for shape_object in plane_intersection: 
  if len(shape_object.vertices())==3: 
    print(f‘tetrahedron {shape_object.tet_id} intersects this 
plane as a triangle!’) 
  else: 
    print(f‘tetrahedron {shape_object.tet_id} intersects this 
plane as a quadrilateral!’) 
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3. Initialize a stack containing the Mesh object’s target Tetrahedron index. 

4. While the stack contains elements: 

a) Remove the last Tetrahedron object index from the stack. If the value stored at this 

index in plane_last_checked is not equal to the Plane3d object’s ID, pass the Plane3d 

object to the Tetrahedron object at this index in the Mesh object’s Tetrahedron vector. 

The Tetrahedron object will return a vector of 3-arrays of doubles, which contains all 

points of intersection of the tetrahedron’s 1-faces with the plane. If the tetrahedron 

intersects the plane, the vector will contain three or four 3-arrays which are 

guaranteed to be in an order that preserves the spatial relationship between the 

tetrahedron’s edges. 

b) If the vector representing the intersection of the tetrahedron with the plane contains 

three or four points, the Mesh creates a Shape3d object from it. The Shape3d object 

wraps the vector of 3-arrays and the index, weight and label attributes propagated 

from the Tetrahedron object. The Shape3d object is added to a vector. 

c) All elements of the Tetrahedron’s list of indices containing its neighbors are pushed 

onto the stack. 

5. Return the vector of Shape3d objects. 

6. For all Face objects in the Mesh’s face vector, if the value stored at the index of its 

Tetrahedron index attribute in plane_last_checked is not equal to the Plane3d’s ID, 

initialize a stack containing this tetrahedron ID and repeat steps 4-5, joining the resulting 

Shape3d vector to the existing Shape3d vector. 
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The Mesh object does not necessarily require a vector of Face objects to find a planar 

intersection. If the Face vector is empty, the intersection will contain only slices of the 

tetrahedrons that have a continuous path on that plane to the target point’s tetrahedron. If the 

mesh is known to be convex, this is guaranteed to be the complete intersection. However, many 

meshes will be sliceable in such a way that parts of the mesh will not have a continuous path to 

the target point’s containing tetrahedron if the path is constrained to the plane (see Figure 12). 

 

Figure 12: A non-convex mesh can be sliced by a plane such that coplanar regions are 
disconnected in the intersection. 

 

3.3.5 Concurrent Computation of Paths: Python Usage 

In addition to requiring a target point to be set within a Mesh object, the core path finding code 

requires the user to supply three parameters: 

• search_planes, where search_planes2 is the number of planar intersections with the mesh 

that will be searched. 

• threads, which should specify the number of cores available for work threads. 
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• width_bound, a positive Python float value indicating the maximum width ω that a path is 

allowed to have at the mesh boundary. (It should be noted that if ω is too small compared 

to the dimensions of a tetrahedral mesh, the algorithm will not terminate: C++ double 

values have finite precision, and angles that define cones may reach a point where they 

cannot be divided further before their width at the boundary is less than ω. This 

application will prevent infinite looping by returning with a message that the width bound 

is not satisfied by all paths.)  

The path finding method will return a list of objects, where each object represents a path 

from the mesh boundary to the target point which the algorithm has found. The objects contain 

four accessor methods: 

• plane_id(): returns the unique integer ID of the plane where this path was found. If 

necessary, the plane’s rotation can be derived from this value and the search_planes 

parameter. 

• lower_bound(): returns the cone’s lower bound. 

• upper_bound(): returns the cone’s upper bound. 

• points(): returns two 3-lists representing the points which together with the target point 

form the sides of a cone. The points lie on the mesh boundary and, if they satisfy a width 

bound that reflects the physical width of some intrusion into the domain represented by 

the mesh, can be taken as a single point at which to enter the domain. 

 The objects currently contain minimal information in order to save memory as the Mesh 

object is waiting for all two-dimensional subdivisions to return paths, although additional 

information may be made available if applications require it. 
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Example 5: Obtaining a set of potential paths from a pathfinder mesh object. The mesh will call 
the path finding algorithm for 100 planar intersections, distributed among one thread per core 

available on the user’s machine. 
 

3.3.6 Concurrent Mesh Intersection Preparation and Consumption in Mesh Objects 

The Mesh object first uses the search_planes parameter to populate a vector with search_planes2 

Plane3d objects according to the following procedure: 

• for index in {0…search_planes2}: 
o alpha_rotation_id = floor(index / search_planes) 
o theta_rotation_id = index % search_planes 
o alpha = alpha_rotation_id * π/search_planes 
o theta = theta_rotation_id *π/search_planes 
o create a Plane3d object with ID=index and rotations alpha, theta and add it to the 

vector 

 

 The Mesh object then creates a thread for each core available and distributes the vector of 

Plane3d objects evenly among them. Inside all threads created, the Mesh object consumes 

Plane3d objects by 1) calling the individual mesh slicing procedure to compute its intersection 

#!/usr/bin/env python 
import pathfinder, json, sys, random, math, multiprocessing 
 
... 
 
 
paths=mesh.get_paths(search_planes=10, 
  threads=multiprocessing.cpu_count(), width_bound=0.002) 
 
for path in paths: 
  points = path.points() 
  pt_1 = points[0] 
  pt_2 = points[1] 
  x = (pt_1[0]+pt_2[0])/2.0 
  y = (pt_1[1]+pt_2[1])/2.0 
  z = (pt_1[2]+pt_2[2])/2.0 
  print(f’enter the domain at (x y z)=({x} {y} {z})’) 
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with the plane defined the Plane3d object and the mesh target point, 2) initializing a Plane2d 

object from the intersection, 3) obtaining and storing a vector of FoundPath objects from the 

Plane2d object, 4) discarding the Plane2d object containing the mesh intersection, and 5) 

projecting the points of a two-dimensional FoundPath object to three-dimensional space by 

rotating them by the inverse of the Plane3d rotation matrix. FoundPath points are also translated 

by the target point to remove a translation during Plane2d initialization that places the target 

point at the origin of the Euclidean plane. Following this, the Mesh object trivially combines the 

results from each thread and returns them to the user. 

 Multiple planar intersections can be found concurrently using the same procedure 

described in Chapter 3.3.4. Rather than creating a new plane_last_checked vector each time the 

mesh slicing function is called for a Plane3d object, a single plane_last_checked vector is 

initialized inside each thread and passed to the function repeatedly. If a tetrahedron has been 

checked for intersection with that particular Plane3d object already, the Plane3d object’s integer 

ID will be stored in the plane_last_checked vector at the Tetrahedron object’s index. In this 

manner, a non-terminating loop will be avoided and multiple threads can read from a 

Tetrahedron object concurrently, since concurrent reads of an object are thread-safe in C++. 

 Mesh objects cannot return a generated set of planar intersections to a Python script: 

intersections are only computed systematically in preparation for the search algorithm, and they 

are discarded after any good paths they contain have been saved in a FoundPath object. Because 

the intersection of a plane with a detailed tetrahedral mesh can contain hundreds or thousands of 

coplanar faces, and because the search_planes parameter is permitted to be arbitrarily large, 

storing search_planes2 intersections could require a catastrophic amount of memory. Many 
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applications may require the search space to contain a large number of intersections, since more 

two-dimensional intersections better approximate the three-dimensional mesh. If for some reason 

an application requires a systematically generated set of full planar intersections with a mesh, it 

can easily obtain them from pathfinder one at a time inside a loop like the one described above. 

 Additionally, it should be emphasized that planar intersections do not preserve the 

connectivity information of the original mesh: Shape3d objects do not contain information about 

their neighbors, or references to unique vertices. However, the method utilized by Plane2d 

objects to find paths is built around this lack of connectivity. This allows the method to trivially 

handle disconnected regions in a subdivision like the one depicted in Figure 11. 

3.3.7 Planar Intersection Testing 

The Python test file contains a function to demonstrate that a Mesh object finding a planar 

intersection using the procedure described in Chapter 3.3.4 computes the same intersection as a 

brute-force method implemented in Python. In a loop repeated several times, the function sets a 

random target known to be contained in the test mesh and random values for 0<=alpha<π and 

0<=theta< π, and requests an individual slice of the test mesh through the target with rotations 

alpha and theta. The function creates a list of the original Tetrahedron object indices associated 

with all Shape3d objects returned. It then independently checks every tetrahedron in the test 

mesh JSON’s list of tetrahedrons for intersection with the plane. If a tetrahedron in the JSON test 

mesh is found to intersect the plane, its index is asserted to be contained in the tetrahedron index 

list created previously (as previously stated, JSON tetrahedrons and C++ Tetrahedron objects 

contained by the Mesh object have the same order). Its index is added to a list of tetrahedron 
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indices independently found by python to intersect the plane. At the end of each loop, the lengths 

of the lists found by the test function and by the Mesh object are asserted to be equal. 

3.4 Internal Implementation and Python Testing of the Pathfinding Algorithm 

C++ Plane2d objects are responsible for executing the search algorithm. Plane2d objects and 

many of their functions are available to Python for testing purposes. Tetrahedral meshes, 

especially those used to model organic objects, are likely to be dense and contain a large number 

of intersections with a given plane. It follows that test data simple enough to be manually 

calculated is unlikely to be representative of true application use cases. Testing in this 

application instead relies on realistic test data and a set of reasonable expectations which, if met, 

indicate that the code is working correctly. Since the path finding application’s development was 

primarily motivated by automated surgery planning, it seemed especially necessary to implement 

comprehensive testing. Testing functions were written in Python in order to be more readable to 

application users. 

3.4.1 Plane2d Object Initialization 

Plane2d objects are initialized from the vector of Shape3d objects obtained by the mesh 

intersection function and a Plane3d object, which contains the intersection’s target point and 

rotation matrix. During initialization, a Plane2d object creates a vector of Shape2d objects which 

is equal in size to the Shape3d object vector. The Plane3d object finds the two-dimensional 

coordinates of each Shape3d object’s vertices by computing the scalar projection of the vertex’s 

coordinates along the x and y axes of its rotation matrix. It also translates each vertex such that 

the target point lies at the origin. This operation preserves the Euclidean distance between planar 
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vertices, and the target point’s distance to each planar vertex. Translating the target point to the 

origin allows for all subsequent distance calculations to be computed with fewer operations and 

therefore fewer opportunities for error. The testing file contains a function to determine that the 

Euclidean distance is preserved between all vertices of all shape objects after they have been 

translated and projected into two dimensions by the Plane2d initialization function. 

 The Plane2d object then builds a vector of each vertex contained in each Shape2d object 

and sorts them in counterclockwise order by angle of inclination with the origin. Since the planar 

intersection is represented as disconnected vertices in groups, the vector will contain multiple 

points having the same coordinates. Additionally, two points with different coordinates may have 

the same angle of inclination. Plane2d objects handle this by iterating over the sorted vector of 

points and obtaining a representative point from each group of points with the same angle. Each 

point is used to create a LineInterval object and add it to a vector which will be stored as an 

attribute of the Plane2d object. LineInterval objects are used throughout the search process to 

represent cones. They are initialized from two points that define lines which form a cone defined 

from the origin to the subdivision boundary. During this process, Shape2d vertices are also 

updated with the index of the LineInterval for which they define the counterclockwise first side. 

 After its vertices have been updated with LineInterval indices, a Shape2d object that does 

not contain the origin will arrange its vertices in a particular order. (The Shape2d object 

containing the origin is simply the one created from the first Shape3d object in the vector used to 

initialize the Plane2d, since as described in Chapter 3.3.4, the first Tetrahedron object to be 

checked for intersection with a plane is the object known to contain the mesh target point.) The 

vertices are arranged such that traversing them requires only right turns, i.e. they are ordered 
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clockwise with respect to their internal points. It also identifies its vertices that are first and last 

encountered by a line rotating counterclockwise around the origin. 

 Two Python functions were written to test the arrangement of Shape2d vertices, since 

Shape2d objects use this information to find their regional bounds for all cones they intersect. 

The first function determines if the two vertices that define a region’s supporting tangent lines 

through the target point are correctly identified. The second function determines if these two 

vertices correctly divide the region into an upper hull and a lower hull. If a line is drawn through 

the two vertices, all vertices that come after the first tangent-defining vertex and before the 

second tangent-defining vertex in the list should be on the same side of the line as the origin, and 

all vertices that come after the second tangent-defining vertex in the list should be on the 

opposite side. This ensures that the internal Shape2d object’s lower hull contains the set of edges 

through which all cones that intersect the region enter it, and the upper hull contains the set of 

edges through which they exit the region. 

3.4.2 Initial Cone Calculation 

After the Plane2d object has initialized all Shape2d objects, each Shape2d object is responsible 

for computing its regional upper and lower bounds for all cones that intersect it. The Plane2d 

object passes a Shape2d its list of LineInterval objects so that it can retrieve the correct cone by 

index. The Shape2d objects determine their regional bounds for each cone according to the 

method described in Chapter 2.3. After a Shape2d object finds the regional bounds for a 

LineInterval, the LineInterval adds the regional bounds to its values representing the total upper 

bound and lower bound over that cone. Shape2d objects also send their index to the LineInterval, 

which maintains a vector of Shape2d indices. This vector is required during cone refinement: it 
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prevents the Plane2d object from having to iterate over all Shape2d objects in order to determine 

if they intersect any cones that require division. Finally, Shape2d objects update LineIntervals 

with the pair of distances from the origin to the exit edge at the sides of that cone. These 

distances are compared with the LineInterval’s currently stored distances; if they are greater, the 

LineInterval discards the previous ones and stores the new ones. This guarantees that after initial 

cone computation, LineIntervals contain the points at which they intersect the subdivision 

boundary. 

3.4.3 Cone Refinement 

Once initial cone bounds have been calculated, the Plane2d object begins a process of iterative 

refinement. During each iteration, LineInterval objects are eliminated as a possible solution if 

their lower bounds exceed the global minimum upper bound. Then all LineInterval objects with a 

cone width ω greater than the user-defined width bound are split into two new LineIntervals. 

This continues until all LineIntervals have a maximum width less than the width bound. 

 During the initial calculation, Shape2d objects compute regional bounds inside a loop 

that iterates over all cones that intersect the region. During refinement, Plane2d objects instead 

iterate over the list of Shape2d indices stored by the LineInterval object to be divided and call a 

different Shape2d function to compute the regional bounds for that specific cone. In the case of 

the shape containing the origin, the edge that intersects the cone is found. Shape2d objects that 

do not contain the target search their lower hulls to find an edge that intersects the cone at both 

of its sides, and find the second edge that intersects the cone at both sides on their upper hulls. 

After the edge(s) are found by Shape2d objects, the regional bounds are calculated and the new 
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LineInterval object is updated in the same manner as before. This allows information about how 

Shape2d objects intersect cones to be propagated at each step in the refinement process. 

 A Python test is provided to demonstrate that the iterative refinement process returns 

reasonable values. The method explained in Chapter 2.3 implies that as the cone over which the 

weighted distance is calculated grows smaller, the difference between the refined cone’s upper 

and lower bounds cannot exceed those from the original cone that was divided. This is ensured 

by the method that determines the regional Euclidean distance between two shape edges, or 

between the origin and a single shape edge. The test initializes a Plane2d object from a slice of 

the test mesh. It requests that the object perform an initial bounds calculation, then calls the full 

search algorithm with a small width bound. It iterates over the returned cones and locates them 

inside the subdivision’s initial cones, asserting that all cones are contained, and determines that 

the returned cone’s upper and lower bounds are within the bounds of the initial cone from which 

they were refined. This procedure is repeated several times in order to ensure that no obscure 

errors that occur very rarely exist in the code. 

 If the Euclidean distance function between the origin and an edge or between two region 

edges is monotonically increasing or decreasing over an angular interval, the value of the 

function at the interval’s midpoint will be between the values at its start and end angles. It will be 

added to one of the new cones as the new regional upper bound and to the other as the new 

regional lower bound. Therefore, one of the new cones will be updated with a greater regional 

lower bound and the other smaller regional upper bound. For regions that do not contain the 

origin and so are intersected at two edges by a cone, a local extremum (and no inflection point) 

may exist somewhere in that cone. During the initial calculation, either a value greater than the 
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local maximum or a value smaller than the local minimum was found, depending on which type 

of extrema is present. This indicates that it will not be possible for the distance between the two 

edges at the original cone’s angular midpoint to be either greater than the value previously 

estimated as an upper bound or smaller than the value previously estimated as a lower bound, 

although it will be either smaller than the distance at the cone’s start and end angles in the case 

of a local minimum or greater in the case of a local maximum. 

 For example, suppose a cone contains a local minimum within a region. When the cone is 

divided, one of the new cones will inherit the sign change in the distance function’s derivative. 

The distance function will be found to be monotonic over the other. For the cone with the 

monotonic function, the weighted distance at the angular midpoint will be added to the cone as 

the new lower bound for the region, and the new cone’s weighted distance that the other angle 

will be added as the new upper bound. For the cone with the sign change, a new local minimum 

value will be estimated. Since the cone is smaller than the one previously used to estimate the 

root, one of the lines tangent to the regional Euclidean distance curve will be closer along the 

curve toward the root and therefore have a smaller slope (see Figure 8). The new root 

approximation will necessarily have a value closer to that of the true root, so the regional lower 

bound for this cone will be slightly larger than the one estimated for the previously divided cone. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SURGERY PLANNING APPLICATION 

4.1 Library Overview 

The FreeSurgery library for computer-assisted surgery planning, developed by the author, is 

available at https://github.com/myociss/freesurgery. Installation instructions and the examples 

included in this section can be found at the link. The library itself is written entirely in Python, 

although it depends on the Computational Geometry Algorithms Library (CGAL) written in 

C++, and on the hybrid Python/C++ library described in Chapter 3. Successful installation of 

FreeSurgery will make four scripts available to use from the command line: 

• freesurgery_mri2mesh3d, which converts a subject file to a tetrahedral mesh. 

• freesurgery_mesh2json, which combines a tetrahedral mesh and a file mapping 

subdomain labels to nonnegative numeric weights into a JSON file with the attributes 

required by pathfinder (see Chapter 3.2). 

• freesurgery_generate_paths, which uses the pathfinder library described in Chapter 3 to 

locate ω-width cones containing potential paths from outside the domain represented by 

the subject file to a target point within the domain, where ω and the target point are set by 

the user. It outputs a JSON file containing the entry points of these paths, among some 

other information about them. 

• freesurgery_view_mesh, which graphically displays the tetrahedral mesh, including the 

locations of cones discovered. 

https://github.com/myociss/freesurgery
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 FreeSurgery is currently compatible with Linux, although it can be used on other systems 

inside a virtual machine. It may also work on machines running Mac OS X. Compatibility with 

other systems may be included in future releases. FreeSurgery demonstrates a geometry-based 

surgery planning pipeline that includes the steps outlined above. A widely useful application 

could be built from the same general steps, using different methods or extensions of the ones 

described in this chapter. 

4.2 Expected Input 

Users are required to provide two files as input to FreeSurgery. The first is a multilabel subject 

file in NIFTI format, where each label is an integer. Information about this format can be found 

at [5]. FreeSurgery utilizes the NiBabel Python library to read subject files. As NiBabel can load 

several different types of volumetric image files, FreeSurgery may handle image files in other 

formats without error. However, the author makes no guarantees and recommends that subject 

files be converted to NIFTI format. Future releases of FreeSurgery may explicitly support other 

subject file formats. FreeSurfer, which performs automatic brain image segmentation, can 

convert between a number of volumetric image file formats, such as SPM and DICOM. Users 

can also write a Python script to convert their subject files using the NiBabel library. 

 The geometric algorithm described in Chapter 2 requires a tetrahedral mesh representing 

a domain to be weighted, i.e. each tetrahedron must somehow be assigned a numeric weight. A 

mesh complicated enough to represent a multilabel brain volume accurately will generally have 

thousands of tetrahedrons, if not a few orders of magnitude more. In the case of surgery 

planning, such weights can be automatically assigned by association with different labels that 

may be applied to a segmented image. 
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 Although the subject file may contain an arbitrary number of labels, it is recommended 

that the brain volume be fully parcellated and segmented for best results. In a subcortical 

segmentation, individual voxels are labeled as members of one of several structures that lie 

beneath the surface of the brain, e.g. the hippocampus. In cortical parcellation, voxels containing 

surface mantel tissue are labeled as members of functional areas of the cortex. Automatic 

processes for labeling brain volumes have varying degrees of specificity. The BrainWeb MRI 

simulator, a test data set available for testing of automatic tissue segmentation, contains just four 

labels for tissues within the brain volume: gray matter, white matter, blood vessels, and Multiple 

Sclerosis lesions [6]. 

 FreeSurfer [1, 7], a set of tools for automatic processing of brain volumetric images, can 

assign one of about 40 labels for subcortical structures and up to 74 cortical labels. To the best of 

the author’s knowledge, FreeSurfer offers the highest granularity of any widely available 

automatic labeling software. All FreeSurgery functions were verified using both a subject file 

from the FreeSurfer tutorial data set and the manually labeled brain atlas available at [8]. 

However, users of other automatic labeling software may want to request specific features that 

would make FreeSurgery more compatible with their subject files. 

 A text file of weights containing exactly one nonnegative float value per line is also 

required by the application, where each line represents a labeled region of the subject image. The 

weights will be applied to labels as they appear in ascending numerical order, aside from voxels 

labeled as background, which is assumed in this application to have a label of zero. For example, 

suppose a simple domain has the labels {0, 4, 8, 9}. Then the file containing weights should have 
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three values, where the weight on the first line corresponds to the label 4, the weight on the 

second line corresponds to the label 8, and the weight on the third line corresponds to the label 9. 

 

Example 6: Users are required to provide two files. The extension .nii indicates that the subject 
file aparc_aseg is in NIFTI format. 

 

4.3 Tetrahedral Mesh Generation and Preprocessing 

FreeSurgery uses pygalmesh, a Python frontend to CGAL, to a create a tetrahedral mesh from a 

labeled subject image file. CGAL’s three-dimensional multilabel domain meshing algorithm 

produces a tetrahedral mesh that approximates the region of the image containing brain tissue 

[9]. Subregions of the image sharing a label, such as cortical regions or subcortical structures, are 

also approximated within the mesh. The algorithm propagates the label of a subregion to each 

individual tetrahedron it creates to represent that subregion. It is known to represent boundaries 

between differently labeled regions with high accuracy [2]. Furthermore, the algorithm 

parameters can be adjusted so that the mesh has more tetrahedrons approximating the surfaces 

between subregions and fewer tetrahedrons approximating their inner volume. This will keep the 

tetrahedron count of a subregion low without loss of accuracy. 

 The reason a low tetrahedron count within a subregion is desirable in this application 

relates to the path finding algorithm. In general, most of the tetrahedrons labeled as members of 

the same subregion will form a cluster densely connected by shared facets. Therefore, a mesh 

intersection will contain several connected planar regions having the same weight. Suppose all 

inner facets connecting two tetrahedrons in such a subregion were somehow removed from the 

$ ls 
aparc_aseg.nii.gz      weights.txt 
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mesh, leaving only the region’s surface facets to form a hollow polyhedron and combining the 

volume of the tetrahedrons. Since tetrahedron weights correspond to domain labels, the resulting 

polyhedron would have the same internal weight as the one shared by the combined tetrahedrons. 

Therefore, a two-dimensional region containing the intersection of the hollow polyhedron with a 

plane would have the same outline and weight as a set of connected regions representing the 

intersection of the plane with the original mesh subregion (see Figure 13). 

 

 

Figure 13: A hollow polyhedron created by removing shared tetrahedron faces in a subregion 
would have the same two-dimensional planar intersection as that subregion. 

 

 As explained in Chapter 2, the lower and upper distance bounds of an ω-width cone 

through a weighted two-dimensional subdivision are the unions of its weighted regional bounds. 

Inside a single region, the lower and upper bounds will occur where the Euclidean distance 

between the region’s entry and exit edges has minimum and maximum values inside the cone. 

The line segments representing these distances are unlikely to be contiguous. However, it is clear 

that the true distance bounds for any group of subdivision regions with same weight within a 

cone will occur where the Euclidean distance across the entire group is optimal. The fewer edge 
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pairs there are to check in the combined region, the closer the distance bounds for the cone will 

be to the true distance bounds (see Figure 14). 

 

Figure 14: The total upper bound inside a cone for a group of regions, illustrated by red line 
segments, is more accurately approximated if there are fewer edge pairs to check. 

 

 As it is difficult to handle a polyhedron’s intersection with a plane and to compute cones 

inside of a possibly concave polygon, a tetrahedral mesh is used as input to the path finding 

algorithm instead of a collection of hollow polyhedrons. The number of edges inside a group of 

subdivision regions can be kept small by allowing the tetrahedral mesh to be coarse inside of 

three-dimensional subregions representing areas of the brain. 

 FreeSurgery currently allows users to specify one of two accuracy levels for subregion 

boundaries and the outer boundary of a mesh. This option controls the size of the triangular 

facets used to represent surfaces. The script freesurgery_mri2mesh3d can be called from the 

command line with the path to a subject file as the first argument and the facet size as the second 

argument. Accepted facet size arguments are “small” and “large” (see Figure 15 and Figure 16). 

A subject file in NIFTI format, followed by the preferred facet size, are the required arguments 

for this script. 
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Example 7: Using the script freesurgery_mri2mesh3d to create a tetrahedral mesh from a subject 
file. The second argument indicates that CGAL should create a mesh with small facets for high 

accuracy. 
 

 

Figure 15: Surface of a tetrahedral mesh generated with small facet size (left) compared to one 
generated with large surface facets (right). 

 

 

Figure 16: Planar intersections of tetrahedral meshes generated with small (left) and large (right) 
facet sizes. They are illustrated such that the size difference between surface tetrahedrons and 

interior tetrahedrons can be observed. 
 

 During the process of mesh generation, a color map text file is created to be used by the 

visualization script later if it is required. FreeSurfer users have the additional option of using the 

$ freesurgery_mri2mesh3d aparc_aseg.nii.gz small 
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file FreeSurferColorLUT.txt as input to specify FreeSurgery should use the same colors as 

FreeSurfer to depict the labeled brain areas graphically. 

 
Example 8: Using the file FreeSurferColorLUT.txt to indicate that FreeSurgery should use 

FreeSurfer colors for labels. 
 

 After the mesh generation process has completed, two new files will appear in the current 

working directory. One file will contain the tetrahedral mesh. The other will contain the color 

map for future visualization, either propagated from FreeSurfer or generated randomly. 

 

Example 9: A mesh file and a color map file are now present in the working directory. 
FreeSurgery uses the stem of the subject file name to create  mesh file with the name 

<subject>.mesh and a color map <subject>_colors.txt. 
 

 The next step is to convert the mesh file to JSON format as required by the path finding 

application. The mesh file and the file containing weights are the required inputs for the 

freesurgery_mesh2json script. This script will create a new file in the current working directory 

that stores the mesh in JSON format. The new mesh representation contains weight information 

about each tetrahedron, as well as the connectivity information about the tetrahedrons explained 

in Chapter 3.2. 

 
Example 10: Using the script freesurgery_mesh2json to create a file from the previously 

generated mesh and the user-provided file weights.txt that contains the information required by 
the path finding application. 

 

$ freesurgery_mri2mesh3d aparc_aseg.nii.gz small $FREESURFER_HOME/FreeSurferColorLUT.txt 

$ ls 
aparc_aseg.nii.gz      weights.txt      aparc_aseg.mesh      aparc_aseg_colors.txt 

$ freesurgery_mesh2json aparc_aseg.mesh weights.txt 
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Example 11: A stored JSON object representing the mesh is now present in the directory. Unlike 
the file aparc_aseg.mesh, this object contains tetradron weights and connectivity information. 

4.4 Performance and Results 

FreeSurgery can now be used to find surgical paths to a target point. This can be done by running 

the freesurgery_generate_paths script. It requires as arguments the JSON object created in the 

previous step, a target point within the mesh consisting of three float values separated by 

commas, an integer value where the square of the value is the number of mesh intersections to 

search, and a width bound ω, which ideally will be equal to the width of a surgical instrument in 

millimeters. Internally, the script utilizes the pathfinder library to build a mesh from the JSON 

object, set the target, and find surgical paths through the mesh. The script will exit if the target 

point specified is not contained within the mesh. A new file will be created in the working 

directory that stores the surgical paths in JSON format. 

 
Example 12: The script freesurgery_generate_paths will find paths to the target from outside the 

mesh. A set of 16*16=256 planar intersections with the mesh are computed and searched. All 
surgical paths returned will include the target point and will have a maximum width of 0.01. 

 

 
Example 13: A stored JSON object representing the found surgical paths is now present in the 

directory. 
 

$ ls 
aparc_aseg.nii.gz      weights.txt      aparc_aseg.mesh      aparc_aseg_colors.txt 
aparc_aseg.json 

$ freesurgery_generate_paths aparc_aseg.json “100,100,150” 16 0.01 

$ ls 
aparc_aseg.nii.gz      weights.txt      aparc_aseg.mesh      aparc_aseg_colors.txt 
aparc_aseg.json        aparc_aseg_paths.json 
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 The number of surgical paths returned can vary widely based on where the target is 

located and the width bound chosen by the user. The count of surgical paths has a direct 

relationship with the number of mesh intersections searched. Figure 17 contains histograms of 

the number of paths returned for 4 different distance bounds and a mesh intersection set size of 

64. Histograms were generated for each distance bound by finding surgical paths for 500 

different mesh targets. 

 

Figure 17: Histograms generated for number of surgical paths found by FreeSurgery for different 
values of the width bound ω. 

 

 A mesh generated from [8] containing 439,239 tetrahedrons was used to test the speed of 

the path finding code for different mesh intersection set sizes. Tests were performed without 

multithreading using a single simulated processor inside an Oracle VM VirtualBox machine, and 

with multithreading on an 8-core Intel i7 6700-HQ processor. The speed was observed to 

increase linearly with the number of planar intersections searched (see Figure 18). 
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Figure 18: Time spent finding surgical paths based on mesh intersection count. The width bound 
was set to 0.001 for all tests. 

 

 FreeSurgery includes a web-based interface for viewing surgical paths in the tetrahedral 

mesh. The interface can be viewed using the freesurgery_view_mesh script, which requires the 

mesh JSON file as the first argument, the previously generated color map as the second, and the 

paths file as the third. Calling this script will start a local web server. Once a message appears 

that the server is running, the brain mesh can be viewed by navigating in a browser window to 

127.0.0.1:5000 (see Figure 19). 

 
Figure 19: The outer view of a brain mesh inside the web-based interface. 
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Example 14: Using the freesurgery_view_mesh script to start a web server. Once the server is 

running, the mesh and its associated paths can be viewed at 127.0.0.1:5000. 
 

 The interface allows users to choose mesh intersections to view (see Figure 20). When 

the web server begins serving files, it will output a message to inform users of the mesh 

intersections that contain surgical paths, and how many paths are contained within intersections. 

 
Figure 20: A mesh intersection containing a surgical path. The path is depicted in bright red. 

 

$ freesurgery_view_mesh aparc_aseg.json aparc_aseg_colors.txt aparc_aseg_paths.json 
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CHAPTER 5 

FUTURE WORK 

If a literature review is completed and the direction of fiber tracts in white matter is found to be 

relevant for surgery planning, such information could be used to determine weights for planar 

regions created from tetrahedrons representing white matter. Fiber tract data could be obtained 

from diffusion tensor volumetric images. If the angle at which a surgical tool contacts white 

matter is in some way correlated with the relative safety of traversing it, a function could be 

added to the surgery planning application to assign a diffusion direction attribute to white matter 

tetrahedrons. This direction could be used in the geometry code to find a weight to be used in 

computing the bounds for a ω-width interval’s intersection with a white matter region. 

 If the meshes generated according to the parameters set by the surgery planning 

application are not sufficiently accurate, these parameters can be adjusted based on 

recommendations from the medical community. For example, the accuracy of a mesh can be 

made variable across subdomains. This could allow better preservation of important regions. 

Additionally, several different mesh generation methods exist and their suitability for multilabel 

brain images is discussed in [3]. Other mesh generation methods could be integrated into the 

surgery planning application if the meshes they return would better represent the domain for 

some purposes. For example, Brain2Mesh is a brain volume mesh generation application which 

is capable of creating labeled meshes with very smooth tissue boundaries. The meshes generated 

by Brain2Mesh include a small number of tetrahedrons relative to meshes of comparable 

accuracy generated by CGAL [3]. It was developed in MATLAB using brain-specific domain 

knowledge. However, it cannot handle large label sets and is intended to mesh domains with six 
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or fewer general tissue labels. It also requires the use of proprietary software. Some hybrid 

method could be implemented to create meshes with higher with higher fidelity for more regions 

in the brain, such as major subcortical structures. 

 Users of FreeSurfer and other automatic segmentation software may want to request 

changes that make the surgery planning application more compatible with their data. Additional 

features to improve the functionality of the application may also be suggested by the medical 

community. The author is available to discuss such changes. The application could also be 

developed further to include more usability features, such as a user interface which could 

incorporate better 3d visualization. In general, user feedback will likely be required in order to 

make the application widely suitable. 
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